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Bose 201 speaker frequency response

DESCRIPTION 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker - 6.5 Woofer and 2 Ferrofluid Chilled Tweeter - 120 Watts [Aug 24, 2014] Myndliss AudioPhile Kids they are Bose 201's. If you want to get the most out of these speakers, you not only need to understand the specs, but also a little Bose history to
understand the true intention of every product they make! Speakers, such as cars, are designed for a specific purpose in mind. I definitely don't expect my new Mustang to perform like my 2000 Explorer. even if they have a relatively similar engine size. Bose 201's are mid-priced bookshelf
speakers. expect nothing more than what comparable price speakers could offer to build quality. Bookshelf speakers are designed for small and medium-term rooms. Trying to use them for other intentions instead of filling a decent sized apartment living room with sonically proper stereo
music played on a reasonable (or slightly above reasonable) volume, they can leave you disappointed! But also, like a car, you need the right fuel to get the desired results. My Explorer is doing exactly what I need it with octane 87, but I definitely want more octane than my Mustang! if
you're going to use 201's as any part of a surround system, or even a digital system, yes, they'll need tweaking and assistance of some type, but with the right stereo receiver and some minor tweaks these speakers will provide a nice rich full sound. I have a very simple Harman/Kardon
HK3380 stereo receiver. This receiver has passive sub output on it, but finds that for my needs, it should only overkill, and irritate my neighbors. 201's is 6.5 woofer (NOT sub-woofer) if you get your kicks irritating neighbors rattling their pictures off the wall with their bass, they don't have
these speakers! They compliment a compatible sub-woofer though. Keep in mind also to get most of any sound system, speaker placement is very critical! They are quite one-way, but placed in corners at ear level, angled about 30 degrees, the bass reflects well off the wall, and dispersal
tweeters fill my 20'x25 living room with beautiful easy to listen to music. But I also switched left and right speakers around to bounce tweeters off the outside wall, which extends the dispersion area a little. I have been increasing the treble a little more to compensate, but then again some
reviewers complained that the 201's were too much of a treble, it might be a way to control that little bit more than them. 201's not for everyone. But if used properly, they are truly delighted to the ears, no matter what you enjoy listening to (currently listening to Fall Out Boy doing the cover of
Beat It. Sounds great!)! But it's all just my opinion! [Jul 03, 2012] audioarcheology Audio enthusiast I have bose 201 IV. I think I paid no more than the price for an average restaurant meal for Construction is OK. They quite small, so thin wall vibrations are not as bad as in the 301st,
especially if the seams are missing some glue. The 6 1/2 driver actually has a fabric surround!!! I suspect (and others here confirm) that they don't really have any crossover network inside, typical bose. Woofer cone suspension seems kinda stiff. They don't sound very effective (it seems
more energy than my other speakers). I find their highs too harsh and muddy (they don't really have complex crossovers, there may be one capacitor, so HF most likely gets a big piece of full-range signal, and it's not filtered well). A small room does reflect some bass, but only in a few
points. I don't hear the same sound in every corner of my room as Bose advertises; they are quite direct, as most port design speakers are (well, in terms of reflected sound, I think of the 901s here))). There is no audiophile class speaker, of course; with the tone control flat, they sound too
compressed, I mean baseball size, almost white noise. Most people here seem to use them in HT settings with subs that make sense. Despite all the flaws, I believe they are a good investment because Bose marketing is so penetrating that their speakers sell like hot cakes, new and old.
[May 17, 2010] Panchoramos Audio Enthusiast bought Bose 201 Series IV a year ago, they are the predecessor to the current model, Bose 201 Series V. If you experience home audio, its clear that just picking up one of these 201's feel much light weight than your typical high-end
bookworkers, comparable or even smaller in size. Cheap construction, the cabinet was only partially laminated, leaving exposed fiberboard. When you connect your wires, you will notice the Spring Loaded Terminal, missing binding posts found in higher quality, comparable price brands. I
removed the grid and checked on, the tweeter and woofer cones are all made of paper. Just for fun, I unscrew the 6 1/2 general manager and check inside. The wire handle had no connectors, instead I believe that the wires are hand tied to woofer terminals (See for yourself!) I connected
Bose 201's to my Denon AVR-1706 7.1 Channel Receiver Stereo mode. These speakers do not have pleasant high or low frequencies. There is no improvement in sound quality between Bose and my HDTV internal speakers. These speakers seem to increase the sound in an unnatural
way, and the direct reflective function is fictitious. I continued to connect my Klipsch SB-1's bookshelves and ran an A/B test using my receiver for a variety of movie music and games. Klipsch's blew away Bose's. Sell them on craigslist a few weeks later. Dont be suckered in any of bose
products. If youre wants to break into high end audio, go to Infinity, Polk Audio, JBL, Boston Acoustics, Klipsch, which may have played a lot than comparable Bose models. The only thing Bose should get credit for is their world-class marketing strategy. [Feb 08, 2009] ericchanning
AudioPhile [May 19, 2008] Manlystanley Casual Listener [Feb 07, 2008] biggertroy Audio Enthusiast [Jan 03, 2007] mconn Audio enthusiast [Apr 18, 2006] David Kinzler Audio Enthusiast Tonight I went on to be used hi-fi. Sweet componentry, with the top line Nakamichi receiver. To make a
long story short, the speakers that come with it are Bose 201's. When tested, they sounded too midrangy and had little to no transparency. I'd probably have problems spotting the difference between 128 MP3s and the original source for these puppies. I tried tweaking amp audio settings but
to no avail. Bass was a subpar, even allowing it to 6 1/2 woofer cones. Most will want to increase them with a subwoofer if used in a stereo system. The sound of reflection technique seems a little more than a gimmick, albeit a highly marketable one. In addition, this results in speaker layout
becoming more important than a typical speaker. Expect to budget extra money stands if you buy them. I'm not comparing them to pie with celestial audiophile equipment. Frankly, these speakers sound a little better than my 25-year-old couple of Sears LX floorstanders. Yes, that's right,
Sears, department store! With plastic dust caps, a half-inch thick particle plate closet held together with penny nails, and standard Phillips screw-binding posts! Come on Bose, it's not hard to trounce. If you haven't guessed, I find it pretty hard to recommend these speakers... Anyone.



Better-sounding bookshelf units can be found at a third price in any mass market electronics chain. For $218 these sell a new (V series) one would be getting close to the price of boutique bookshelf systembotique bookshelf speakers. I admit they look pretty nice, but ultimately it's trust that
matters. If you buy them as a power grid in the hut, expect to get an upgrade to fever soon. I know mine is going right back to Craigslist. [May 07, 2005] thekid Audio Enthusiast [Apr 26, 2005] Rhoxed AudioPhile Available: DESCRIPTION Exclusive Bose technology provides a very wide
range of sound. These speakers offer performance and style for the music that moves you, and for movies that provide a pinned space. Just listen and you'll understand why theyre so popular. bass-reflex design recommended power 10-120 watts with receivers rated 8 oms black or light
cherry vinyl finish 13-1/2W x 8-1/16H x 8-9/16D [Jan 05, 2020] musiclover49 [Aug 16, 2015] sony6060 AudioPhile [June 06, 2014] Jimi Audio Enthusiast [15 Aug 2012] Jean AudioPhile [May 27, 2012 2012] David Audio Enthusiast [May 18, 2009] Electrojim Audio Enthusiast [Apr 28, 2009]
jay Audio Enthusiast [September 27, 2008] tryn Audio enthusiast I got these speakers deal harmin Karden Bose 201, center and surrounded by $400.00. It was a deal I have no regrets. So, being pushed to SOLID 75 watts is nothing for these speakers. The bass may get a bit off, but if you
have even a small sub like my weak Yamaha... No problem. First of all, I like the highs of these speakers, they can reproduce very clearly the absolute highs you expect in some music, and the bass is there, it can be superb in the middle to low-level volumns. I have rocked to a wide range
of music with these and today listened to some of the classic Ozzy (revolations, Mother Earth) I was very pleased about the range I heard. Rescently I was listening to Metallica and I had to move on to an old pair of JBL S-38's to see I was missing anything. My answer to it was that I had,
albeit a very shallow one. JBL (right before I blew the middle) was difinatly more refined in the middle range. I was hearing things that bose missed. Right now I'm trying to set up a Bose for a better middle level. But I had changed nothing in JBL. My JBL was rated 175 watts or so, but
apparently Bose stood up better. The thing is that they cost me at least 3 times less, I couldn't be more satisfied. Again today, when I listened to Bose, a very high volumn, I caught the highs JBL did not produce. Over all Bose has a good sensitivty, great wide-ranging sound and a good
price for what you get. (Even in the store). I have great ear music and many a friend has asked about my set-ups even if they own the same things. Be patient and listen to these little dolls, and it will pay off! Try moving them around by adjusting the cut-off setting amperu and sub, and let it
be a little foot print rock. [26 Sep 2008] ayellowcow1 Audio Enthusiast [Mar 22, 2008] Chris AudioPhile AudioPhile
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